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ABSTRACT For bilayer systems consisting of 1,2-dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) incubated with melittin, a
polypeptide capable of integrating itself within the membrane, temperature profiles derived from Raman spectroscopic
data indicate the existence of an immobilized lipid annulus surrounding the polypeptide. In particular, temperature
profiles derived from C-H, C-D and C-C stretching mode parameters for 25:1, 14:1 and 10:1 lipid:protein mole
ratios exhibit two order-disorder transitions. The primary (lower) gel to liquid crystalline phase transition is depressed
when polypeptide concentration is increased. The concentration-independent higher temperature transition is
associated with a fluidization of the immobilized boundary lipids present at the lipid-polypeptide interface within the
bilayer. We estimate that five to seven lipids are involved in this discrete boundary layer around the inserted membrane
component. The behavior of the intrinsic hydrophobic (residues 1-19) and of the extrinsic hydrophilic (residues 20-26)
portions of melittin in the bilayer is compared with the properties of the intact polypeptide. We emphasize evidence
that both intrinsic and extrinsic components immobilize lipids contiguous to the polypeptide.
INTRODUCTION
Because the conformational, packing and dynamical prop-
erties of lipid bilayer assemblies reflect the concerted
interactions of both intrinsic and extrinsic membrane
components, the nature and origins of structural reorgani-
zations within the lipid matrix are often difficult to resolve
in even the simplest reconstituted model systems.
Although a variety of physical and spectroscopic tech-
niques are readily available for examining the bilayer
behavior, Raman spectroscopy provides exquisitely sensi-
tive, noninvasive molcular probes both for monitoring
disturbances within the lipid matrix on the vibrational
time scale, -. 10 " s, and for identifying the specific region
of the lipid molcule responding to a perturbation. In
particular, the spectral intensities, frequencies, and line-
widths characterizing the vibrational behavior of the
assembly respond selectively to membrane readjustments
induced by temperature or molcular effects. The versatil-
ity of Raman and infrared spectroscopy stems from the
assignments of spectral features to specific vibrational
motions within structurally distinct regions of the phos-
pholipid molcule. For example, the vibrational characteris-
tics of the bonding arrangements within the lipid head-
group, interface, and acyl chain regions conveniently
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monitor structural changes originating from intrachain
trans-gauche rotamer formation or lateral chain packing
effects. Since the Raman scattering efficiencies of hydro-
carbon chain modes are large in comparison with those for
the polar group modes, the carbon hydrogen (C-H)
stretching modes (3000-2800 cm-'), the CH2 deformation
(1435 cm-') and twisting (1300 cm-') modes, and the
carbon-carbon (C-C) skeletal stretching modes (1150-
1000 cm-') tend to dominate the Raman spectrum, a
useful feature enabling the hydrophobic region of the
membrane to be particularly well described by the tech-
nique. Vibrational distortions involving the polar bonds of
the molcule, including, e.g., the C-N, PG2- and C==O
stretching modes, also prove useful in the applications of
Raman spectroscopy to membrane problems.
During the past several years Raman and infrared
techniques have amply demonstrated their potential to
assess and clarify structural reorganizations in many
intact membranes and related model systems (e.g., refer-
ence 1 and its references). Here we examine the Raman
spectra of liposomal preparations for the effects on bilayer
organization derived from intrinsic and extrinsic protein-
lipid associations. We emphasize a model lipid:polypeptide
bilayer system comprised of dimyristoyl phosphatidylchol-
ine (DMPC-do) or its perdeuterated acyl chain counter-
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part (DMPC-d54) and melittin, an amphipathic polypep-
tide. Melittin, consisting of 26 amino acid residues, sponta-
neously integrates itself within the lipid bilayer. Since
melittin may be cleaved into separate hydrophobic (resi-
dues 1-19) and hydrophilic (residues 20-26) fragments,
termed F1 and F2 respectively, this polypeptide provides an
amenable molecule for examining separately the effects on
bilayer behavior originating from either the extrinsic or
intrinsic portion of the intruding membrane component.
Reconstituted lipid:melittin bilayers are also of interest, as
they provide evidence on the vibrational time scale for a
class of immobilized lipids contiguous to the polypeptide.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
High purity samples of 1,2-dimyristoyl-L-a-phosphatidylcholine
(DMPC-do) were commercially obtained from Calbiochem, Inc., San
Diego, CA., while samples of DMPC-d54 (containing perdeuterated acyl
chains) were purchased from Lipid Specialties, Inc., Boston, MA. All
samples were used without further purification. Melittin and its frag-
ments were prepared from whole bee venom in the manner described in
detail earlier (2, 3).
Multilamellar phospholipid dispersions, containing excess water (50%
by weight), were prepared by heating mechanically mixed lipid-water
samples to - 100C above the primary phase transition. Lyophilized
melittin was added to aqueous dispersions of DMPC (- 15% by weight)
to yield final lipid:protein mole ratios of 25:1, 14:1 and 10:1. These
mixtures were mechanically shaken for 10 min and then kept at 400C for
1 h to allow the polypeptide or its fragments to interact completely with
the multilamellar dispersions. DMPC-d54:mellitin recombinants in 14:1
mole ratios were prepared analogously with an incubation at 350C for 1
h. Prior to obtaining Raman spectra, either the pure lipid assemblies or
melittin-containing liposomes were transferred to sealed glass capillaries
and spun in a (table) hemotocrit centrifuge.
Vibrational Raman spectra were recorded with a Spex Ramalog 6
spectrometer (Spex Industries, Metuchen, NJ) equipped with a set of
holographic gratings and a Coherent Model CR-12 argon ion laser
(Coherent Radiation, Palo Alto, CA.) delivering 100 mW (+ 5%) at the
sample at 514.5 nm. Spectral resolution was of the order of 4-5 cm-'.
Spectral frequencies, calibrated with atomic argon lines and laser plasma
lines (4), were reported to ± 2 cm-'. Sample temperatures were
maintained by placing the capillaries containing the bilayer samples
within a thermostatically controlled mount. Temperatures, measured by
a copper-constantan thermocouple placed adjacent to the capillary within
the holder, were maintained to ± 0.050C. In generating temperature
profiles, samples were equilibrated at each point for - 15 min before
acquiring Raman spectra with a Nicolet NIC- 1 180 data system (Nicolet,
Inc., Madison, WI), interfaced to the spectrometer. The 2800-3000 cm-'
C-H, 2000-2300 cm-' C-D, and 990-1200 cm-' C-C stretching
regions were scanned at 1 cm-'/s using signal averaging techniques.
Depending upon the sample dilution and spectral region, 3-15 scans were
required. Since the 3000 cm-' region is about a factor of three more
intense than the remainder of the Raman spectrum, proportionately
fewer scans are required in this spectral interval for obtaining suitable
signal to noise characteristics. No computer smoothing routines were
applied to the spectra prior to data reduction. All heating curves for the
lipid dispersions proceeded from low to high temperatures. Temperature
profiles for the DMPC-do dispersions were constructed from peak height
intensity ratios for the I2935/I288S interchain disorder-order parameters (5)
and the I,0wf/I,130 intermolcular gauche/trans isomerization parameters
(5, 6). The temperature profiles for the DMPC-du samples were
obtained from linewidth parameters of the 2103 cm-' methylene CD2
symmetric stretching mode. The linewidths were measured to ± 0.5
cm-'. For the lipid:melittin in 10:1 and 14:1 mole ratio systems, subtrac-
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ORDER-DISORDER TRANSITIONS
OBSERVED FOR DMPC-MELITTIN BILAYER SYSTEMS
FROM RAMAN SPECTRAL PARAMETERS
Lipid/ Raman
Bilayer Polypeptide Marker Tc* TB*
Mole Rato
(C) (C)
DMPC-d0 C C§ 22.5 (0.5)
DMPC-do + MELII 25:1 C-C 21 (10) 31(5)
DMPC-d0 + MEL 14:1 C-C 17 (2) 29 (7)
DMPC-do + MEL 10:1 C C 11 (7) 30 (5)
DMPC-d0 C HI 22.5 (1)
DMPC-d0 + MEL 25:1 C- H 22 (10)
DMPC-d0 + MEL 14:1 C-H 16 (9) 32(4)
DMPC-do + MEL 10:1 C-H 12 (11) 32 (4)
DMPC-d54 C-D** 17.5 (1.5)
DMPC-du + MEL C-D 12.5 (8) 23 (4)
DMPC-d0 + Fj4: 25:1 C-C 18 (8) 30 (3)
DMPC-d0 + F2§§ 25:1 C-C 23.5 (2) 29 (4)
DMPC-do + F. 25:1 C H 21.5 (12)
DMPC-d0 + F2 25:1 C-H 23 (1)
*The first value represents Tc, the primary phase transition. The value in
parenthesis gives an estimate of the breadth of the transition.
tThe first value represents TB, the higher temperature order-disorder
transition associated with the melting behavior of the boundary lipids.
The value in parenthesis gives an estimate of the breadth of the
transition.
§C-C implies the use of I peak height intensity ratios for the
construction of the temperature profile.||MEL represents melittin.
IC H implies the use of Id .&.d/Iorde (12935/I2885) peak height intensity
ratios for the construction of the temperature profile.
**C-D implies the use of AvI/2 linewidth parameter for the methylene
C-D symmetric stretching mode at 2103 cm-' in the construction of the
temperature profile.
4F, represents the hydrophobic fragment of melittin, residues 1-19.
§§F2 represents the hydrophilic fragment of melittin, residues 20-26.
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FIGURE 1 Temperature profile for dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) multilayers using Igauhe/rans peak height intensity ratios as
indices.
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tion of protein contributions to the C H stretching region was required
before constructing temperature curves from the spectral data.
The number of immobilized lipid molcules involved in a boundary
layer was estimated by assuming that the entire melting curve, composed
of the lower main transition and a higher order-disorder transition
associated with the melting of the boundary lipid, reflects a linear
behavior in the fluidizing of the lipid matrix.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the reconstituted DMPC-do multilayers containing
melittin, the spectral intervals which directly reflect the
intramolecular and intermolecular order of the bilayer
hydrocarbon chains are the 990-1200 cm-' C-C stretch-
ing and the 2800-3100 cm-' C-H stretching mode
regions (5, 6). Depending upon the appropriate linewidth
parameter determined for the 2103 cm-' methylene C-D
symmetric stretching mode for DMPC-d54 samples, the
2100 cm-' region reflects either lateral chain-chain inter-
actions or alterations in the acyl chain intramolcular
trans/gauche populations (7). Since both vibrational
assignments and changes in the spectral frequencies,
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FIGURE 2 Raman spectra of DMPC and DMPC + melittin (MEL) in the 990-1200 cm-' C C stretching mode region. A, spectrum for
the gel state of DMPC at 221C before the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition; B, spectrum for DMPC + MEL at 200C. The horizontal
dotted line drawn at the peak of the 1090 cm 'feature emphasizes the difference in relative intensities for the 1130 cm -', 1090 cm -', and
1062 cm ' features in the spectra.
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FIGURE 3 Temperature profile for the DMPC + melittin liposomes
using the 'gaus/'tra. (1IO9/1130) peak height intensity ratios as indices.
(- 0 -), profile for a 25:1 DMPC:melittin mol ratio system; --- -), pure
DMPC bilayer assembly.
intensities, and linewidths as functions of bilayer perturba-
tions have been discussed in detail in several places (5, 8),
our primary interest here will be in the temperature
profiles derived from the various spectral probes.
The 990-1200 and 2100 cm-' Regions
DMPC-d;Melittin Liposomes Although the
990-1200 cm-' spectral interval for DMPC bilayers is
vibrationally congested, three Raman transitions at 1129,
1092 and 1062 cm-' have been assigned to the acyl chain
all-trans C-C stretching modes in spectra observed at
low temperatures (- 1761C) (5). The frequency of the
intense 1062-cm- ' feature is chain length and temperature
insensitive, while the weaker 1092-cm ' and intense 1129-
cm-' lines are functions of both temperature and chain
length (5). As the temperature of the gel state bilayer
increases, gauche rotamers are induced within the acyl
chains, beginning at the chain termini (5). An increase in
intensity at 1085 cm-', assigned to the gauche C C
stretching modes, and a simultaneous intensity decrease
and frequency shift in the 1129 cm-' all-trans mode
reflect an increase in the number of gauche conformers at
the expense of the all-trans segments along the hydrocar-
bon chain. Temperature profiles constructed from inten-
sity ratios Igauche/'trarw where Igauche and Ira represent the
peak height intensities of the 1085 and 1129 cm modes,
respectively, thus monitor the intrachain disorder as a
function of bilayer perturbation. Fig. 1 displays the profile
for DMPC in which the sharp gel-liquid crystalline phase
transition is observed at - 22.5°C. Fig. 2 A and 2 B
displays representative spectra for the C-C stretching
mode region. As an example, Fig. 2 A presents the gel
state spectrum at 200C for pure DMPC just before the
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FIGURE 4 Temperature profile for the DMPC + melittin liposomes in
the C-C stretching region using the 'gauche/'ras (I1090/II130) peak height
intensity ratios as indices. (- A -), profile for a 14:1 DMPC:melittin mol
ratio system; (- 0 -), profile for a 10:1 DMPC:melittin mol ratio system;
(--- -), pure DMPC bilayer assembly.
system enters the phase transition state, while Fig. 2 B
shows the DMPC:melittin system at - 180C. The horizon-
tal dotted line, taken at the peak of the 1090 cm- ' feature,
emphasizes the relative intensities of the C-C modes
under different environmental conditions. As the number
of gauche rotamers increases upon addition of the polypep-
tide, the 1090 cm-' feature increases in intensity, while the
1130 cm- ' all-trans line decreases.
A dramatic change in the temperature profile is noted
on addition of melittin to the DMPC multilayers in a 25:1
mole ratio for the lipid:polypeptide components. As shown
in Fig. 3, the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition is
broadened, while the center of the transition is depressed
to - 210C. (The dotted line in the figure represents the
pure DMPC bilayer behavior.) Above the phase transition
a broad inflection extends from - 29-340C, where the
profile tends to level. For increased concentrations of
melittin (9), the primary phase transition temperature is
further depressed to - 16.50 and - 11 C for lipid:melittin
mole ratios of 14:1 and 10:1, respectively (Fig. 4). As
shown in Fig. 4, the higher order-disorder transitions,
centered at - 310C in the 25:1 system, also display a
5-70C transition interval and remain centered at 290 and
300C, respectively, for the 14:1 and 10:1 lipid:melittin
mole ratio bilayers. The increase in breadth of the lower
transition in the 10:1 mixture, compared to the 14:1
system, may be a result of smaller liposomal structures
being induced by higher polypeptide concentrations.
Because the lower order-disorder transitions are concen-
tration dependent in the three lipid:polypeptide disper-
sions, we associate these thermal transitions with a
continued depression of the main gel to liquid crystalline
phase transition. We associate the higher temperature,
concentration independent, order-disorder transition with
a fluidization of a class of immobilized lipids surrounding
the polypeptide within the bilayer. The temperature
profiles at higher temperatures for the 14:1 and 10:1
mixtures do not quite attain the ratios indicated for the
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FIGURE 5 Raman spectrum of DMPC-d,4 liposomes in the 2000-2300 cm-' region at 60C. Linewidth parameters for the 2103 cm-'
methylene CD2 symmetric CD2 stretching mode are indicated as follows: LAVA, linewidth at 84% height; APVB, linewidth at 75% height; and
AVc, linewidth at 50% height. Vibrational assignments are discussed in references 7 and 10.
pure DMPC bilayers in the liquid crystalline state,
suggesting that the higher polypeptide concentrations tend
to order the lipids slightly. Because of the greater lipid
concentration in the 25:1 system, the profile in Fig. 3
appears to reflect, primarily at high temperatures (-
360C), the population of the melted lipids relatively unper-
turbed by the polypeptide. In contrast, at lower gel state
temperatures melittin induces some intrachain disorder
compared with the packing of the pure DMPC gel.
The higher order-disorder transition could represent a
readjustment of the bilayer originating in a conforma-
tional change in the polypeptide rather than a melting of
boundary lipids. This suggestion is not supported, however,
by infrared spectroscopic studies' in which the amide I and
II bands of melittin were monitored for 14:1 lipid:polypep-
tide mole ratio systems. In these investigations the amide I
and II peaks at 1653 cm-' and 1545 cm-', which reflect
an a-helix conformation, remain unchanged as the lipid
matrix is heated from 13 to 380C. Contributions in the
1650 cm-' region from water were removed from the
bilayer spectra by appropriate computer subtraction.
DMPC-d54:Melittin Liposomes By reconstitut-
ing melittin in DMPC-d54 multilayers for which the acyl
chains are completely deuterated, we can use a vibrational
probe other than peak height intensities to assess the
extent of gauche rotamers induced within the hydrophobic
region of the bilayer. A Raman spectrum of the 2000-
2300 cm-' C-D stretching region is presented in Fig. 5.
'Lavialle, L., R. Adams, and 1. W. Levin. Infrared spectroscopic study of
the secondary structure of melittin in water, 2-chloroethanol, and phos-
pholipid bilayer dispersions. Submitted for publication.
Since the vibrational assignments for this spectral interval
have also been discussed previously (7, 10), we will
consider only the chain methylene CD2 symmetric stretch-
ing modes at 2103 cm-'. In developing probes of acyl
chain conformational order, Mendelsohn and co-workers
(11-13) have successfully related the halfwidth of the
2103 cm-' feature to the introduction of gauche bonds
along the hydrocarbon chains. Recently (7), we discussed
the use of three separate linewidth parameters defined by
AX21/25 (linewidth at 84% height), Av3/4 (linewidth at 75%
height), and Av1/2 (linewidth at 50% height), represented
by AVA, APB, and Avc, respectively (7). In Fig. 6, tempera-
ture profiles are derived from Avi parameters distinguish
between effects arising from lateral chain-chain interac-
tions and intrachain trans/gauche conformational
changes. In particular, temperature profiles constructed
from AvA reflect primarily intermolecular interactions,
while Arc emphasizes the formation of gauche conformers
along the chains. As shown in Fig. 6, for DMPC-d54:melit-
tin mixtures (14:1 lipid:polypeptide mole ratios) the
temperature curve determined by AvC(API/,2) yields two
order-disorder transitions at - 12.50C and - 230C. Plots
of Avc for pure DMPC-d54 bilayers locate the primary gel
to liquid crystalline phase transition at - 17.50C (7). Thus,
the two order-disorder transitions at 12.5 and 230C delvel-
oped from the linewidth probe may also be associated,
respectively, with a depression of the main gel to liquid
crystalline phase transition and with the melting behavior
of the immobilized boundary lipids surrounding the poly-
peptide. As in the case for the temperature profiles deter-
mined from peak height intensity parameters, increases in
linewidth values for the DMPC-d54:melittin recombinants
indicate increased trans/gauche disorder in the low
temperature gel in comparison to the pure DMPC-d54
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FIGURE 7 Temperature profile for DMPC + F. (hydrophobic melittin
fragment) and DMPC + F2 (hydrophilic melittin fragment) liposomes
using the / ('090/1130) peak height intensity ratios as indices.
(- 0 -), profile for a 25:1 DMPC + F. mol ratio system; (- * -), profile
for a 25:1 DMPC + F2 mol ratio system; (- - -), pure DMPC bilayer
assembly.
of the bulk lipids; the higher transition, which remains
independent of the polypeptide concentration, suggests an
increased chain disorder, or fluidization of the boundary
lipids around the polypeptide.
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T OC provides insight separate
actions of extrinsic and intrinsic membrane components on
Temperature profiles for the DMPC-d54:melittin system for a bilayer behavior. Fig. 7 displays the temperature curve
)olypeptide mol ratio. The curves are constructed from line- determined from Igauche/ItranIs for DMPC + F. and for
meters defined for the 2103 cm-' vibrational transition. I. DMPC + F2 in a lipid:fragment mole ratio of 25:1. For
nWA; II. Profile for APB; III. Profile for Avc. (See caption to Fig. DMPC + F. the primary phase transition is broadened, as
ition of linewidth parameters.) The gel to liquid crystalline for the 25:1 lipid melittin mixture, with the center of the
ition for pure DMPC-d54 is - 17.50C.
transition further depressed by 1-20C to
- 80C. The upper transition at 300C is more distinct for
rs. At 50C, A12 is 43.4 0.5 cm in the the profile reflecting the fragment than that for the intact
compared with 42.3 ± 0.5 cm-' for the pure polypeptide. For the extrinsic component F2 the Igauche!
After the melting of the boundary lipid at Imans temperature curve in Fig. 7 shows at most a 1 C
JP,/2 is 51.2 ± 0.5 cm-', compared with 46.0 ± 0.5 increase in the main gel to liquid crystalline phase transi-
the liquid crystalline state of pure DMPC-d54. tion in comparison to the pure multilayers. Further, a
halfwidth parameter indicates a greater popula- second, higher transition appears at 290C. This inflection,
zuche rotamers in comparison to the pure bilayer. representing a further change in the trans/gauche popula-
elItrans parameter for the DMPC-do:melittin (14:1 tion differences, occurs at a point of increased acyl chain
o) system indicates, however, a decrease in popu- disorder in comparison to both the pure bilayers and the
rotational conformers. Although the source of this DMPC-intact melittin mixtures. Thus, binding of F2 to the
icy is still unclear, we note that the halfwidth lipid polar region could induce a headgroup rearrange-
,r Apc also reflects, to a limited extent, alterations ment (28) which in turn affects the trans/gauche isomeri-
packing characteristics (7). zation within the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. That
n, the temperature profiles constructed from two is, the second transition may indicate a release of head-
vibrational probes, an intensity ratio and a line- group constraints initiated by the extrinsic fragment. The
Lrameter, indicate the existence of two order- removal of the constraint would allow a lateral bilayer
transitions. The lower transition, which shows a expansion and subsequent increase of gauche isomers.
ide concentration dependence, reflects the melting Below tbhe phase transition, however, F2 has no effect on
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acyl chain intramolecular order. A comparison of the
profiles in Figs. 3 and 7 suggests that below the phase
transition the curve for DMPC-melittin is dictated by the
behavior for F1, while above the phase transition the
profile appears to be a superposition of the competing
effects arising from both F1 and F2.
The 2800-3100 cm-1 Region
Since the 3000 cm-' C-H stretching mode region has
been used to monitor changes in the lipid chain lateral
packing characteristics in both the gel and liquid crystal-
line states (5, 14), we briefly examine this spectral interval
for the lipid:melittin system in the 25:1 mol ratio mixture.
For illustrative purposes, Fig. 8 displays the 2800-3100
cm-l spectral region of pure DMPC and DMPC + F1 at
370C. In particular, we note the change in relative intensi-
ties of the 2885 and - 2935 cm-' features. Although curve
resolution for the methylene and methyl features often
proves difficult and ambiguous, the various bilayer inter-
molecular disordering processes are conveniently moni-
tored by relative peak height intensity ratios of the 2850,
2885, and 2935-cm-' features. These spectral transitions
are assigned, respectively, to the methylene C H
symmetric stretching modes, the methylene C H asym-
metric stretching modes and, in part, to a Fermi resonance
component of the chain terminal methyl C-H symmetric
stretching mode. As the bilayer undergoes intramolcular
chain disorder, the intensity beneath the - 2935 -' region
increases as a result of the appearance of an underlying
manifold of infrared active methylene asymmetric stretch-
ing modes (15). The intensity of the 2885 cm-' feature, in
contrast, decreases in intensity on disordering of the
bilayer (5). In general, increases in intensity of the 2935
cm-' and 2885 cm-' vibrational transitions reflect inter-
molcular chain disorder and order, respectively (5). (Some
intramolcular disordering effects, however, may be super-
imposed [15].) The 12935/I2885 peak height intensity ratio is
thus represented in Figs. 9 and 10 by the quantity
Idisordered/Iordered for DMPC plus melittin and its fragments
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FIGURE 9 Temperature profile for DMPC + melittin liposomes using
the Idiscrded/'ordered (I2935/I2885) peak height intensity ratios as indices.
(- 0 -), profiles for a 25:1 DMPC-melittin mol ratio system; --- -), pure
DMPC bilayer assembly.
in 25:1 lipid:polypeptide mole ratios. In various Raman
spectral studies the 12880/I2850 intensity ratio has been used
to monitor changes in the C-H stretching region (16),
but in our experience Idisordered/Iordered tends to be a more
sensitive empirical parameter for reflecting bilayer
changes. Although spectral subtraction is required in the
more concentrated polypeptide:lipid bilayers for eliminat-
ing melittin contributions to the lipid component contours
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FIGURE 8 Raman spectra of pure DMPC ( ) and DMPC + F.
(- - - ) liposomes in the 3000 cm-' region. DMPC + F. system
represents a 25:1 lipid:polypeptide mol ratio. Spectra are normalized to
the 2848 cm-' CH2 symmetric stretching modes.
FIGURE 10 Temperature profile for DMPC + F, (hydrophobic melittin
fragment) and DMPC + F2 (hydrophilic melittin fragment) liposomes
using Idisord./I&rde peak height intensity ratios as indices. (0), profile
for a 25:1 DMPC + F. mol ratio system; (- * -), profile for a 25:1
DMPC + F2 mol ratio system; (--- -), pure DMPC bilayer assembly.
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(9), no subtractions were necessary for the 25:1 lipid:me-
littin dispersions.
The primary characteristic of the temperature profile
in Fig. 9 Of ldisordered/Iordered for DMPC + melittin is a
broadening of the phase transition with a 1IOC decrease
in Tc, the phase transition temperature. Above - 301C the
curve for the polypeptide-containing bilayers indicates a
greater chain-chain disorder in comparison to the pure
DMPC profile. In contrast to temperature profiles involv-
ing the C-H stretching region for more concentrated
melittin bilayers (9), the present curves (Figs. 9 and 10) do
not show the higher order-disorder transition associated
with the boundary lipids. The temperature profile in Fig.
10 for DMPC + F1, the hydrophobic fragment, indicates a
broadening of the phase transition with no change in Tc.
Again, as in the curve for DMPC + intact melittin (Fig.
10), the gel state for the system containing F1 is slightly
disordered compared with pure DMPC, while the liquid
crystalline phase is significantly disordered relative to the
pure bilayers. Interestingly, the temperature profile for
DMPC + F2 shown also in Fig. 10, indicates a sharp gel to
liquid crystalline phase transition with Tc only slightly
increased from the pure lipid system. As in the case for the
temperature profiles in the C-C stretching region (Figs.
3 and 7), the DMPC + melittin curve for the C-H
stretching region (Fig. 9) suggests a superposition of
effects from the separate F1 and F2 fragments. This
phenomenon is particularly evident in the liquid crystalline
phase in which F1 induces significant disorder into the
lattice, while F2 exhibits virtually no effect.
Immobilized Lipids and Melittin
Conformation in Bilayer
From the temperature profiles constructed with spectral
parameters originating in the lipid C C and C-D
stretching mode regions we estimate that approximately
five to seven lipid molecules are involved in the higher
temperature order-disorder transition associated with the
melting behavior of an immobilized boundary region
surrounding the polypeptide. Several models for distribut-
ing immobilized annular lipids about the inserted F1
hydrophobic fragment were suggested earlier (9). These
schemes were based upon the prediction that melittin
forms an a-helix in a lipid environment (29). We have
confirmed the existence of this conformation for F1 and for
intact melittin in DMPC liposomes through infrared stud-
ies of the amide I and II bands of the polypeptide.' (The
amide I mode represents a coupling of the C-O, C-N
stretching and N H deformation modes, while the amide
II vibration couples the C-N stretching and N H
deformation modes [17]. The length of the helical
segments, however, cannot be determined by infrared
spectroscopic means.) At present, we prefer a model in
which lysine-7, a basic amino acid, assumes an orientation
near the aqueous phase at the interface region between the
polar headgroup and acyl chain portions of the bilayer. In
this model the lipids from one monolayer would then
contribute to the boundary layer about the short helical
region composed of residues 1-7. A simple geometrical
argument (9) suggests that approximately seven bilayer
lipids could be placed around the polypeptide if its helical
region spans only one monolayer. Since NMR studies
involving melittin-micelle interactions (18, 19) and fluo-
rescence investigations on melittin-bilayer interactions
support the notion that the predominantly hydrophobic F1
portion of the polypeptide penetrates the interior of the
lipid matrix (20, 21), we envision the peptide from residues
8-19 orienting itself along the interface region of the
bilayer in a more extended or random coil conformation.
The disordering of the liquid crystalline lattice by F1, as
implied by Fig. 10, supports this notion. Unfortunately,
within the lipid environment it is difficult to locate the
specific vibrational transitions for a random coil structure
in the presence of a-helical arrangements. Ordinarily, the
amide I and II modes for random coil structures are
observed as increases in frequencies from those observed
for helical conformations (17). Since the increases in
frequency originate in the hydrogen bonding schemes of
the disordered polypeptide chain structure with the aque-
ous medium, a disordered coil in a hydrophobic environ-
ment will not necessarily show the usual spectral shifts.
The infrared spectral intensity ratios Iamide I/'amide 1, howev-
er, show a conformational dependence.' Studies directed
at these particular aspects of melittin:lipid systems are
currently in progress.
The temperature profiles for both the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic fragments (Fig. 7) demonstrate that a modu-
lation of acyl chain trans/gauche isomerization originates
from polypeptide interactions either with the lipid chains
directly or with the lipid headgroups. In a demonstration
of the effects of solely electrostatic headgroup interactions
on the bilayer interior, poly-L-lysine interactions with
DMPC were monitored by changes in the 1062 cm-' acyl
chain C-C stretching mode (22). Although this mode
clearly reflects the hydrophobic environment of the
bilayer, its frequency invariance, linewidth behavior, and
potential energy distributions suggest that the observed
intensity changes are responses to differences in lateral
chain-chain interactions rather than to trans/gauche
isomerizations alone (23). The polylysine Raman data
indicate a slightly broadened gel to liquid crystalline phase
transition with a Tc increase of - 40C (22). In contrast to
the behavior of DMPC + F2 the bilayer disorder in the
liquid crystalline state for the polylysine system is the
same as that for pure DMPC liposomes. Although no
Raman spectral evidence was obtained for a second order-
disorder transition above the primary transition, differen-
tial scanning calorimetry measurements revealed a second,
small thermal transition above the melting temperature
observed by Raman spectroscopy (22).
Although we demonstrate a class of immobilized lipids
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associated with the polypeptide in the melittin-containing
liposomes, we found no Raman spectral evidence for a
boundary lipid involving myelin proteolipid apoprotein
(340:1 lipid/protein mole ratio) in either saturated or
unsaturated bilayer systems (24). Evidence was found,
however, for a population of more ordered lipid within a
disordered DMPC-apoprotein gel state matrix (24). For
these experiments (24), the molecular weight of the
apoprotein, prepared in aqueous medium, was estimated to
be from 64,000 to 80,000 (25). In liposomal preparations
involving unsaturated bilayers and the apoprotein
dissolved in organic solvents for which the mol wt is
-25,000, Raman data indicate a second high temperature
discontinuity in the temperature profiles (26, 27), a transi-
tion which may be related to the melting of immobilized
lipid annuli. These data suggest a limitation in the current
Raman spectroscopic instrumentation's ability to distin-
guish effects of immobilized lipids in protein:lipid systems
of high lipid concentrations or liposomes prepared with
high molecular weight proteins.
SUMMARY
The results of the temperature profiles for DMPC-do and
DMPC-d54 interacting both with intact melittin and with
its hydrophobic F. and hydrophilic F2 fragments are
summarized in Table I. For the spectral parameters
reflecting intramolecular acyl chain trans/gauche isomeri-
zation the profiles indicate two order-disorder thermal
transitions: a lower, concentration-dependent transition
and a higher inflection appearing at a relatively constant
temperature (- 29-31C). Intensity changes in the C-H
spectral region indicate that only the profiles for the more
concentrated 14:1 and 10:1 lipid:polypeptide mole ratios
display the higher temperature transition at - 320C.
Concentration increases of the polypeptide lower the gel to
liquid crystalline phase transition, observed at - 22.50C
for pure DMPC-do. We correlate the higher transition
with the melting behavior of about seven immobilized
boundary lipids surrounding the inserted hydrophobic
component of the polypeptide. Both the C-H and C-C
stretching region temperature profiles for the extrinsic
hydrophilic F2 fragment indicate only a small perturbation
of the main gel to liquid crystalline phase transition.
However, in constructing the profiles from the acyl chain
parameters reflecting trans/gauche population differ-
ences, we note that both the electrostatic interactions of
the F2 fragment and the hydrophobic interactions of the F1
fragment affect the formation of gauche isomers in the
liquid crystalline state. These C-C stretching region
parameters suggest that after the phase transition, F2
induces greater intramolcular disorder than F1. In
contrast, a consideration of the C-H stretching region
probes demonstrates that F1 confers the greater intermol-
cular disorder in the liquid crystalline state. Thus, the sets
of temperature profiles based upon either the lateral
chain-chain interactions or acyl chain intramolcular inter-
actions demonstrate the competing effects of the F1 and F2
fragments on bilayer behavior.
Receivedfor publication 20 April 1981.
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DISCUSSION
Session Chairman: John N. Weinstein Scribe: L. Timothy Pearson
MENDELSOHN: There are two theories in the literature which
attempt to correlate the 1130 cm-'-band intensity with the number of
trans conformers in the acyl chains. One description leads to a linear
correlation; the other, by David Pink and Dennis Chapman, predicts a
more complex dependence (Pink et al. 1980. Biochemistry. 19:349 -
356). Neither appears entirely satisfactory. Which do you prefer? Do you
see any hope of a more accurate analysis in the near future such as,
perhaps, in terms of better bond polarizability derivative calculations or
normal coordinate analyses?
LEVIN: Traditionally we have said that the 1130 cm-' band intensity is
proportional to the number of all trans conformers. Empirical order
parameters have been devised to describe chain disorder. There are
difficulties with both methods you propose, and they both are probably
not useful at this time.
For pure lipid liposomes it appears that the number of gauche
conformers can be estimated in the gel phase for up to two or three
gauche conformers before the pretransition. Above the pretransition, and
in particular the main transition, I don't think much progress will be
made in the near future. Also, the peak intensities are sometimes
measured with reference to a choline stretching mode, yet changes in
lipid lattice parameters at the pretransition can reflect overall intensity
changes of 30%.
TERWILLIGER: Have you carried out any experiments using equimo-
lar quantities of the F. and F2 fragments present simultaneously at
concentrations corresponding to those of melittin used here?
LEVIN: No, but that would be interesting as we show here that F. and
F2 have competing effects.
TERWILLIGER: Do you know what morphological form your melittin-
lipid complex is in?
LEVIN: I think that we do. We have characterized micellar systems by
Raman spectroscopy. In the CH-stretching region they are quite
different in comparison to melittin in bilayers.
There are other morphological possibilities. Stacked structures have
been suggested. We have looked at the Apo-Al stacked disc structure
and do not have that type of structure here. We could also have the
hexagonal II structure as are seen with phosphatidylethanolamines. This
type of structure has been characterized particularly by 31P NMR with
systems composed of unsaturated chains. Since we have saturated chains
here, a hexagonal phase is probably unlikely. I am confident we do have
bilayers.
T. THOMPSON: You show curves with transitions at two different
temperatures. This could be so because you have two macroscopically
separated phases. This must be resolved before you can interpret these
biphasic curves in the way that you do.
LEVIN: The material was homogeneous on centrifugation. Also, only
the pelletted material was used in the Raman experiment.
PRENDERGAST: We have done light-scattering studies of melittin in
multilayer or vesicular systems at the main phase transition temperature
of DMPC. The system shows a biphasic response, the nature of which
depends on lipid:protein ratios. Mainly there is initially a marked
increase in the light-scattering signal, followed by a rapid decrease to
stable equilibrium. The light-scattering intensity, as followed by standard
900-scattering or quasi-elastic scattering, varies with lipid:protein ratio.
The final structure is, however, an equilibrium structure which gives a
single sharp thermotropic phase transition at 31 OC compared with 240C
for pure DMPC when studied by fluorescence techniques in which
diphenylhexatriene (DPH) is used as a probe.
A problem with this could be that the DPH is sequestered in a region
close to the peptide and is sensing a unique lipid population there. That is
not probable and the results are identical when a positively-charged
fluorescent probe that is unlikely to reside in the vicinity of the peptide is
used.
With other lipids, e.g., dipentadecanoyl, dipalmitoyl, or dielaidoyl PC,
analogous results are obtained.
DLUHY: Have you tried the experiment starting with vesicles rather
than multilayers?
LEVIN: No. All of these experiments were started with multilayers.
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PEZOLET: We have obtained exactly the same results starting with
vesicles as with multilayer dispersions.
DLUHY: Do you have any knowledge of the aggregation state of the
protein in your reconstitutions?
LEVIN: We have looked at the infrared spectra of the peptide in the
Amide I and Amide II regions. In dilute 2-chloroethanol solutions the
intensity ratio of these regions is the same as in the bilayer. For the
temperature range through which we see the biphasic behavior of the
melittin lipid complex, no change in the ratio arises. However, for the
hydrophobic fragment F, alone there are complicated intensity changes
as temperature is raised. These infra-red changes are difficult to inter-
pret, but one may expect aggregation effects for the F. fragment since the
F2 anchor has been eliminated.
DLUHY: I have a question about the F2 hydrophilic fragment reconsti-
tution in view of the sensitivity of the CH-stretching region to lateral
chain interactions. Do you get a different melting curve in this region if
you increase surface curvature by using vesicles?
LEVIN: I am sure that we would.
DUFOURCQ: We have been dealing mainly with PC, but we have also
used charged lipids. We see large effects on the phase transition of
charged lipids. We could have coexistence of two different phases, the
relative amounts of which vary with lipid:protein ratio. The behavior of
the pure lipid is altered significantly on addition of sufficient melittin.
The phases formed must be very different, as their transition tempera-
tures differ by 10 -1 50C as measured by a number of techniques.
T. THOMPSON: If two phases coexist microscopically in the same
bilayer, that is very interesting; if they exist macroscopically separated
that is not so interesting. It is important not to confuse these situations.
DUFOURCQ: Calorimetrically we have different phases. We do not
have x-ray or microscopic data to answer this question.
PODO: We have results from some preliminary low-angle x-ray diffrac-
tion studies on unoriented multilayers. It seems that at 600C we have one
phase. Below the phase transition of DMPC there is one lipid phase and a
set of reflections that one might attribute to in-phase ordering of the
peptide.
BOGGS: I don't think the upper transition should be interpreted in
terms of boundary lipid. The boundary lipids of most intrinsic membrane
proteins do not go through a phase transition that can be detected
calorimetrically. The fact that you see the upper transition with the small
fragment suggests that it is due to an interaction at the polar head
group.
Can you comment on how the transitions you see by Raman
spectroscopy correspond to those seen by calorimetric methods?
LEVIN: No upper transition was seen calorimetrically. This leads to the
question of whether it is noncooperative and lost in the base line. The
Raman data show evidence for a class of lipids, other than the full lipids,
which undergoes increased acyl-chain disorder as the temperature is
increased. A portion of F1, and particulary F2, is certainly interacting in
the headgroup region. However, there is clearly acyl-chain disorder
incurred.
BOGGS: This effect may also be due to interaction at the polar
headgroup.
LEVIN: In other studies in which we start with a pure dehydrated
system and gradually add water, changes in the headgroup can be seen
that can be monitored in the chains. In general the effect on the chain is
not as great as that seen here.
PRENDERGAST: The type of melittin-lipid complex one gets depends
critically on the condition used to make the complex. Unless the presence
of an equilibrium mixture is established by other criteria, one always has
to worry about the occurrence of macroscopic particulate material of two
or more compositions.
Our provisional light-scattering measurements suggest that melit-
tin:lipid complexes of varying protein:lipid ratio have dramatically vary-
ing particle sizes and give different thermotropic transitions irrespective
of the technique used to follow those transitions. Angular-dependent
quasi-elastic light-scattering data also show that the particles are not
spherical. The change in shape of the particle through the transition can
be studied and there seems to be a marked change in size and an apparent
change in shape.
POWNALL: Does the hydrophilic fragment associate with lipid through
the entire temperature range you used? What kind of profile does one
obtain for melittin-lipid complexes when one passes them over some
sizing column?
LEVIN: For the hydrophilic fragment, the amide I and II bands are
conformationally dependent. At the lower temperatures one sees vibra-
tional transitions which reflect ,-like structures. At higher temperatures,
above T, for pure DMPC, a random structure is seen for the polypeptide.
The Raman temperature profiles suggest an interaction with lipids only
above Tc.
POWNALL: The spectral behavior of the lipid and lipid plus hydro-
philic fragment seem very similar. Are they really binding? It would be
nice to have evidence by another method which shows they copurify.
DUFOURCQ: One has to be careful in comparing techniques because
one could have desorption of mellitin from the bilayer. It is necessary to
be sure that one has the same amount of melittin bound to the bilayer.
This would depend on the state of the bilayer. Also binding could occur
much more rapidly at the phase transition or above, for example with
DPPC.
EDELMAN: Based on the evidence presented in your paper, this seems
to be a textbook example of a monotectic phase-separation. In the region
between the phase transition you really have a two-phase system. A
simple test would be to look at the phase behavior in the limit of zero
melittin concentration. Your analysis predicts that the upper phase
transition remains separate from the lower. The phase separation model
predicts that the two transitions approach one another. Do you have any
information on this?
LEVIN: The problem is one of sensitivity. If there is an upper transition
at low melittin concentration it is swamped by the average order of the
general lipid matrix. We have introduced melittin into a 1:1 mole ratio of
DMPC-d0:DMPC-d54 and there appears to be biphasic behavior,
observed by monitoring the deuterium Raman parameter. However,
monitoring the hydrogen parameters, we find only one transition.
EDELMAN: If there is a phase separation then your estimate of the size
of the annulus is really a measure of the composition of the melittin-rich
phase.
LEVIN: Yes, for the system containing no deuterated lipids.
LOVRIEN: With reference to what Frank Prendergast and Jay Edel-
man were saying, have you tried differentiating between reversible and
irreversible behavior? Does the system show any hysteresis?
LEVIN: This system shows no hystersis. Other systems containing
unsaturated chains can show substantial hysteresis.
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